Monitoring of residual disease in non-Hodgkin's lymphomas by quantitative PCR (preliminary report).
Highly sensitive PCR techniques are often used in molecular monitoring of hematological malignancies, and a quantification of residual disease is important for further prognosis. Here, the limiting dilution methodology and the multiplex IgH/ras PCR are proposed as approaches to molecular monitoring of NHLs. Applying the limiting dilution methodology as a simple dose-response assay for the translocation t(14,18) and CDR3 clonal rearrangement of IgH, critical amounts of total cells determined with stored consecutive diagnostic samples in the same PCR run are compared. Assuming that specific targets are diluted proportionally in dilution of total genomic DNA, the samples showing lower critical concentrations of total DNA are considered as containing higher portion of cells possessing the specific disease marker and vice versa. So far, the correlation of results with the disease outcome confirmed that this simple semi-quantitative approach may in some cases substitute laborious precisely quantifying techniques in the monitoring of the disease. In optimized multiplex IgH/ras PCR co-amplifying clonal CDR3 rearrangement of IgH and the codon 61 of Hras 1 gene, the amount of CDR3 product as the disease marker is related to the ras product as a standard marker of all cells, and quantitative results are obtained by software analyses of detecting gels. Presumably, both approaches may provide clinically useful information on the disease activity and treatment outcome.